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A Growing Concern: Modern Slavery and Agricultural Production in Brazil and
South Asia
By Justin Campbell

The modern use of slave labor in the production of agriculture takes many forms. In Brazil, the
ability of powerful landowners to repress poor workers is an important element of large-scale
agricultural production. In South Asia, cultural norms and traditions are used to exploit the most
vulnerable communities. In both examples, inequity and poverty are implicit, and debt is a tool used
to legitimize bondage.
Estimates of the number of slaves in Brazil today, virtually all of whom are involved in
agricultural work, range from 25,000 to 100,000. This broad range of figures underscores the
difficulty of accurately assessing, much less eradicating, the practice of slavery. Several factors
contribute to this difficulty, making slavery a deeply entrenched facet of agricultural production in
the country.
In Brazil, slave labor is typically utilized to harvest sugarcane and to clear vast amounts of land
for raising cattle and for providing access to valuable timber. The importance of these products to
the Brazilian economy is a factor that makes the agricultural sector prone to using slavery. Brazil is
the world’s largest exporter of sugar; an agricultural model of monoculture for export has influenced
the expansion of large sugarcane plantations in frontier areas, simultaneously creating work and
limiting other options available to the local population. Similarly, vast cattle ranches and logging
operations are continually expanding in rural parts of the country, creating the need for a large
workforce to clear land while displacing rural communities.
Corruption is a related facet of agricultural production in Brazil that frustrates efforts to
eradicate slavery. This is perhaps inevitable in a country where the richest 10 percent of the
population controls more than half of the wealth and almost all of the land. Generally, the Brazilian
judicial system is more sympathetic to wealthy landowners who have political clout than to
impoverished workers; several sources provide evidence that slaves have been discovered on the
estates of prominent national figures, including a secretary of agriculture. Furthermore, these
landowners are able to escape responsibility by using contractors to operate their estates and by
feigning ignorance of how workers are treated on their land. As one Brazilian explains, “In the
hinterland, the landowner is king.”
Perhaps the most elemental factor perpetuating the use of slave labor in Brazil is the geography
of the country itself. Most slaves work on estates in the extremely remote eastern Amazon region; in
the fifth largest country in the world, the atrocities associated with slavery occur well out of view of
most of the population. Landowners thus feel little restraint in how they treat their workers. In
addition, the remoteness of these areas provides a convenient deterrent to escape.
These basic factors make it possible for landowners to utilize a system of debt, deceit, coercion,
and violence to maintain their workforces. Enslavement typically begins with a hired contractor,
known as a gato, who recruits impoverished men from the slums of large cities or poor, rural villages.
By offering cash up front and the promise of decent wages, he is able to entice these men to leave
their homes for work on a distant estate. The men are then driven hundreds or thousands of miles
to a remote ranch or plantation, where they are informed that they are in debt for the costs of
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transportation, food provided on the trip, and even tools. The debts are never erased; the illiterate
workers have little recourse, and are thus enslaved.
The use of violence is a common aspect of slavery in Brazil, where slaves typically toil under the
gaze of armed guards. Human rights groups have documented the murders of more than 1,200
slaves in Brazil; many more likely murders have been officially labeled as farming accidents. In these
lawless regions, even government investigators and human rights advocates who attempt to interfere
are targets of violence.
Despite the seemingly intractable nature of slave labor in Brazil, the government has been
praised by the international community in recent years for its efforts to eliminate the practice. In
2003, the new president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva unveiled the “National Plan for the Eradication of
Slavery,” which is an ambitious plan that involves harsher penalties for slaveholders and offers
improved organization of relevant government agencies. The crux of the plan was providing
increased funding for mobile inspection units.
The mobile inspection units are a unique aspect of Brazil’s fight against slavery. These heavily
armed squads are charged with the difficult and dangerous task of investigating claims of slave labor
in the otherwise lawless countryside. Between 2003 and 2005, the squads were instrumental in
freeing almost 7,000 slaves. Kevin Bales, president of Free the Slaves, cited Brazil’s use of these
mobile squads as an example that should be emulated by other countries where modern slavery
persists.
At the very least, Lula da Silva and his mobile squads represent a uniquely pro-active approach
to the problem of modern slavery. Nevertheless, they face an uphill battle; for landowners, the
benefits of using slave labor often outweigh the possible costs, and the practice remains a firmly
entrenched element of agricultural production in Brazil.
It is important to note that the case of Brazil is only one example of the use of slave labor within
agricultural production. The largest numbers of enslaved peoples worldwide are in South Asia, and
are toiling in debt-bondage in a number of industries, including agriculture. As in Brazil, landlords in
rural, agrarian communities in South Asia use debt to exploit the poor as a cheap source of labor.
Whereas slaves clearing jungle at the edge of the Amazon represent an important cog in the
economic machinery of export-minded Brazil, laborers bonded by debt in Nepal and Pakistan reflect
a system of exploitation deeply rooted in tradition and culture.
The tradition of the Hindu caste system is an important factor in the perpetuation of bonded
labor in South Asia. The vast majority of people working in a condition of debt bondage in the
region are Dalits and members of indigenous communities. These groups are typically illiterate, live
in abject poverty, and have historically been subject to systematic discrimination in all facets of social
life. The caste system creates a social hierarchy within which any deviation on the part of an
individual or group will incur punishment from the other groups, making it a self-perpetuating
element of Hindu culture.
One important element of the caste system is the concept of begar, or the requirement of Dalits
to provide service without payment. Traditionally, this entailed undertaking the most undesirable
jobs as a contribution to the community, a category that includes agricultural work. As a cultural
norm, begar has endured into modern times, and is often exploited by landowners as a means of
sanctioning a system of debt bondage.
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The fact that Dalits are typically landless means that they are oftentimes entirely dependent upon
their landlords economically. This is particularly true of the indigenous Tharu communities in
western Nepal, where most of that country’s rice is grown. Within the exploitative debt labor system
known as Kamaiya, Tharu families depend upon their landlords for even the most basic food and
shelter.
Their position at the bottom of the caste system and their complete economic dependence upon
landowners make Dalits particularly prone to exploitation. Often they are forced to accept loans
from their employers to survive and to meet social obligations associated with death and marriage.
These loans are designed to be impossible to pay back, and because Dalits are traditionally denied
education, they are left with little recourse but to accept the loans and become indebted to their
landlords. Just as one’s position in the caste social hierarchy is inherited, so debts are passed from
one generation to the next.
Debt bondage in South Asia is implemented with varying degrees of subtlety and coercion. In
the Sindh Province in Pakistan, agricultural workers and sharecroppers, most of whom are from
indigenous Indian communities, often work under constant watch from guards, and are kept locked
up at night. Human rights groups have also documented cases of murder, rape, and assault of these
workers. In other areas, a complete lack of options is sufficient to keep workers bonded to their
employers.
The International Labor Organization (ILO) is exploring the concept of microfinance lending as
a way to provide poor communities in South Asia with alternative options. Microfinance programs
are designed to give poor laborers access to appropriate financial services. By gaining access to
group-based savings and credit services, communities vulnerable to debt bondage are empowered to
build assets and diversify sources of income, and are thus less dependent upon landlords.
Unlike that of Brazil, governments in South Asia have been reluctant to address the issue of
slavery within their borders. Although the practice has been formally outlawed in most countries in
the region, substantial government efforts to actually address the underlying causes of debt bondage,
namely cultural norms and abject poverty, have been slow to materialize. Microfinance projects may
prove in time to be an effective strategy, but like the mobile squads in Brazil, these efforts represent
only a small first step in what will have to be a sustained campaign to eradicate slavery from the
process of agricultural production.
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